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 For more information, see Enable or disable whiteboard on ODB. Microsoft 365 organizations and Office 365 groups that use the Microsoft Teams Meeting Broadcast feature, the Office 365 Privacy settings, or Group Chat, can also share their public channel or group. This section describes how to connect and configure a sharing group for the DfO Public Channel for the DfO cloud. For information
about connecting to the channel, see Connect to the public channel. For more information about configuring a public channel, see Configure a public channel. For information about sharing Office 365 groups, see Share an Office 365 group. To connect to a channel, you must be a member of the DfO account organization. If you don't have access to a channel, contact your DfO account organization

representative. A sharing group is used to share content from Office 365 groups and Office 365 meetings with the DfO Public Channel. You can: Add other users to the sharing group as members. Modify a sharing group's settings. Share documents, links, presentations, or the DfO Public Channel with the sharing group. Note: To edit a sharing group, you must be a member of the group. To connect to
a sharing group, you must be a member of the DfO account organization. If you don't have access to a sharing group, contact your DfO account organization representative. Create a sharing group This section describes how to create a sharing group, and then manage the permissions of the group and members. Note: You must be a member of the organization for which you are creating the sharing
group. Also, you must have admin permissions to the DfO account organization. Share documents, links, presentations, or the DfO Public Channel with the sharing group To add a user as a member of the sharing group, or to edit a user's permissions, go to Settings > Sharing Groups > [Group Name] > Members. To share a document, link, or item with the sharing group, go to Settings > Sharing >

[Group Name] > Sharing. Note: To edit the settings for a sharing group, you must be a member of the sharing group. Delete a sharing group Note: This operation deletes all the shared items in the sharing group. This operation cannot be undone. To delete a sharing group, go to 82157476af
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